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This report contains a statement of facts which have been determined up to the time of issue.
It must be regarded as tentative, and is subjected to alteration or correction if additional
evidence becomes available.

This investigation is carried out to determine the circumstances and causes of the accident with
a view to the preservation of life and the avoidance of accident in the future: It is not the
purpose to apportion blame or liability (Annex 13 to the Chicago Convention and Civil
Aviation Regulations 2016).

INTRODUCTION

The Air Accident Investigation Bureau of Malaysia

The Air Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB) is the air accident and serious incident
investigation authority in Malaysia and is responsible to the Ministry of Transport. Its mission
is to promote aviation safety through the conduct of independent and objective investigations
into air accidents and serious incidents.
The AAIB conducts the investigations in accordance with Annex 13 to the Chicago Convention
and Civil Aviation Regulations of Malaysia 2016.
In carrying out the investigations, the AAIB will adhere to ICAO’s stated objective, which is
as follows:
“The sole objective of the investigation of an accident or incident shall be the prevention of
accidents and incidents. It is not the purpose of this activity to apportion blame or liability”.
Accordingly, it is inappropriate that AAIB reports should be used to assign fault or blame or
determine liability, since neither the investigation nor the reporting process has been
undertaken for that purpose.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATION

AMM

Aircraft Maintenance Manual

AMSL

Above Mean Sea Level

APU

Auxiliary Power Unit

CB

Circuit Breaker

CPT

Captain

DFO

Director of Flight Operation

FDR/CVR Flight Data Recorder/Cockpit Voice Recorder
FO

First Officer

FON

Flight Operation Notices

KTM

Kathmandu

KUL

Kuala Lumpur

MSA

Minimum Safe Altitude

OCC

Operations Control Center

OD

Malindo Airways

OM-A

Operating Manual Part A

PF

Pilot Flying

PM

Pilot Monitoring

PIC

Pilot in Command

QRH

Quick Reference Handbook

RTO

Reject Take-Off

RWY

Runway

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

TO

Take-Off

V1

Take-Off Decision Speed

VOR

VHF Omnidirectional Radio

Z

Zulu Time

i

Synopsis
On 19th April 2018, flight OD181 operated by Malindo Airways departing KTM bound for
KUL using RWY20. Wind was calm but it was drizzling. According to the pilot, during takeoff roll at approximately V1 speed, ‘Take-Off Configuration’ aural warning came on. Captain
decided to ‘Reject the Take-off’ taking consideration of high terrain and bad weather all around
KTM. However the aircraft was not able to stop on the runway and skidded off at the end of
runway around 50m after the threshold of RWY02. After liaising with KTM tower, ground
crew, fire rescue services, and the authority, the crew was instructed to open door 2R in armed
mode and disembark the passengers using the slide. No injuries to all crew and passengers.
After the maintenance inspection, there was no damage found on the aircraft structures, flight
controls, engines and landing gears. However, number 2 main wheel found deflated. All wheels
were replaced by maintenance personnel as per AMM requirement.
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1.0

Factual Information

1.1

History of Flight
A Boeing B737-900, registration 9M-LNJ belongs to Malindo Airways (OD) was
scheduled to depart KTM bound for KUL on the 19th April 2018 at 2145hrs LT, with 7
crew and 132 passengers on board.
On ground prior to departure, the flight crew briefing was focused on the impact of the
bad weather, the fuel to be considered and particularly Engine Out Procedures in KTM.
There was no briefing carried out with the Cabin Crew. During the departure review,
the First Officer (FO) confirmed he physically checked speed brake at down detent.
Take off was initiated normally by doing rolling take off after the back track.
Approximately at V1, the TO Configuration warning came up both visual and aural. At
that point aircraft captain as Pilot Flying (PF) confirms he physically checked again the
speed brake at down detent but the warning did not disappear. Immediately afterward
he decided to reject the take-off, the PF applied pressure on the brake pedals. After a
few seconds the PF asked the FO as Pilot Monitoring (PM) also to apply pressure on
the brake pedals, however they did not manage to stop the aircraft on the runway and it
skidded off and overrun about 50 meters after the threshold.
The decision of rejecting the take-off was well taken since it was unsafe to continue
considering the airport surrounding high terrain and bad weather conditions.
PF wanted to start the evacuation immediately after the aircraft came to a stop, however,
the PM suggested that it was not necessary since there’s no indication of fire or
malfunctions apart from the TO Configuration warning. PF contacted the Cabin Crew
ordering them to remain seated. The flight crew started the APU and shut down both
engines.
Communication with the tower was done by the PM, and he switched on all the external
lights. Airport authorities came a few minutes later. After 30 minutes in communication
with the crew, the airport authorities instructed the crew to disembark the passengers
using the slide from door 2R, because the steps could not be placed due to aircraft
position and soft ground. The PF was authorised to leave the aircraft when all
passengers and cabin crew were off the aircraft. The PF left the APU ON and no circuit
breaker (CB) was pulled out when he left the aircraft.
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1.2

1.3

Injuries to Persons
Injuries

Pilot

Cabin Crew

Passenger

Others

Fatal

-

-

-

-

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor

-

-

-

-

None
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05

132

-

Damage to Aircraft
No damage on the aircraft structures, flight controls, engines and landing gears.
Number 2 main wheel found deflated. All wheels replaced as per AMM requirement.

1.4

Other Damages
Nil.

1.5

Personnel Information
1.5.1

Flight Crew
Captain

Co-pilot

45

30

ATPL 2140

ATPL 5068

3rd January 2019

30th September 2018

B737 NG

B737 NG

Certificate of Test Conducted

9th November 2017

27th October 2017

Instrument Rating Conducted

9th November 2017

27th October 2017

Yes

No

Shall wear corrective

Nil

Age
License Type
License Validity
Ratings

Instructor Rating
Medical Limitation

lenses
Medical Class
Total Hours

3

One

One

14,349:24hrs

3,022:22hrs

1.6

Total Hours on Type

6,473:20hrs

2,822:22hrs

Previous Rest Hours

23:25hrs

23:25hrs

Hours in 28 Days

76:36hrs

76:40hrs

Hours in 12 Months

736:48hrs

876:17hrs

Hours in 12 Months

736:48hrs

876:17

Aircraft Information
Manufacturer

The Boeing Company

Model

B737-900 ER

Date of Manufacture

17th June 2013

Manufacture Serial Number

38690

Nationality

Malaysia

Registration Number

9M-LNJ

Certificate of Airworthiness Number M.1559
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Date of Issue

16th June 2017

Date of Expiry

15th June 2018

Certificate of Registration Number

AR/16/230

Date of Issue

19th October 2016

Date of Expiry

18th October 2019

Total Hours Since New

21,443:38hrs

Last Inspection Date

30th November 2017 (3C+2A)

Type of Fuel Used

Jet-A1

Meteorological Information
According to the pilot report, it was drizzling but no rain. Calm wind.
19/04/2018 08:30->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 08:20->

METAR VNKT 190820Z 25005KT 7000 FEW020 FEW025TCU SCT030
25/15 Q1011 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 08:05->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 08:00->

METAR VNKT 190800Z NIL=
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19/04/2018 07:50->

METAR VNKT 190750Z 24008KT 6000 FEW020 FEW025TCU SCT030
25/15 Q1012 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 07:30->

METAR VNKT 190730Z NIL=

19/04/2018 07:20->

METAR VNKT 190720Z 24003KT 6000 FEW020 FEW025TCU SCT030
26/15 Q1012 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 07:05->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 07:00->

METAR VNKT 190700Z NIL=

19/04/2018 06:50->

METAR VNKT 190650Z 36005KT 6000 FEW015 SCT030 25/15 Q1012
NOSIG=

19/04/2018 06:30->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 06:20->

METAR VNKT 190620Z 26005KT 6000 FEW015 SCT030 BKN100
25/14 Q1013 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 06:05->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 06:00->

METAR VNKT 190600Z NIL=

19/04/2018 05:50->

METAR VNKT 190550Z 24004KT 6000 FEW015 SCT030 25/14 Q1013
NOSIG=

19/04/2018 05:30->

METAR VNKT 190530Z NIL=

19/04/2018 05:20->

METAR VNKT 190520Z 14004KT 120V230 6000 FEW015 SCT030
24/14 Q1013 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 05:05->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 05:00->

METAR VNKT 190500Z NIL=

19/04/2018 04:50->

METAR VNKT 190450Z 29004KT 6000 FEW015 SCT030 24/15 Q1014
NOSIG=

19/04/2018 04:30->

METAR VNKT 190430Z NIL=

19/04/2018 04:20->

METAR VNKT 190420Z 05006KT 5000 HZ FEW015 SCT030 23/15
Q1014 NOSIG=

19/04/2018 04:05->

METAR VNKT NIL=

19/04/2018 04:00->

METAR VNKT 190400Z NIL=

19/04/2018 03:50->

METAR VNKT 190350Z 07003KT 4000 BR FEW015 SCT030 23/16
Q1014 NOSIG=

1.8

Navigation Aids
Not Applicable.
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1.9

Communication
Communication was done with the tower and the OCC after the event. Both CPT and
FO stated no communication issues during the coordination of the disembarkation.
However, the company contact numbers in the aircraft were not updated and the CPT
called the former DFO.

1.10

Aerodrome Information
Tribhuvan International Airport, Kathmandu is located in Kathmandu Valley 6km east
of Kathmandu city and surrounded with significant high terrain in all quadrants, with
the highest MSA of KTM VOR 21,100ft in the northern sector. The airport elevation is
4,395ft.
The 25NM Minimum Safe Altitude reflects the nature of the surrounding terrain.
Beyond 35NM northwest clockwise through southeast lies the Himalayan mountain
range with peaks of 25,000ft AMSL to more than 29,000ft AMSL (Mount. Everest).
Runway

1.11

Flight Recorders
Both of the FDR and CVR were removed from the aircraft for downloading of the data
and to be analysed for the investigation. A pair of spare FDR and CVR have been
installed into the aircraft to replace the previous ones before the aircraft is allowed to
fly back to KUL.
However no information of the event could have been found. CB were not pulled out
after the event. CPT informs the company that he did not pull out the CB after the
incident and before he left the aircraft.
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1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information
The aircraft was found on soft ground about 50 meters after the runway threshold.

Picture 1: Take-off direction and aircraft stops location.

1.13

Medical and Pathological Information
To be included in Final report.

1.14

Fire
There was no fire during and after the occurrence.

1.15

Survival Aspects
No evacuation was carried out. However, the Airport Authorities instructed the crew to
disembark the passengers through 1 slide (door 2R) due to unavailability to use stairs
on soft and uneven ground. No injuries recorded during the disembarkation. The
incident was survivable.

1.16

Tests and Research
Not applicable.

1.17

Organisational and Management Information
Not applicable.
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1.18

Additional Information
Pre-flight briefing with the Cabin Crew
Flight Crew stayed-over in KTM before this flight, however the Cabin Crew did the
KUL-KTM first with another Flight Crew. This flight is paired in such way in
accordance with the CAAM Flight Time Limitations. According to the ICC the Cabin
Crew did not receive the pre-flight briefing from the entering CPT as stated in MXD
OM-A 8.3.14.
Actions taken after the event
Right after the event and with the aircraft stopped the PIC made the announcement
“Remain calm, cabin crew and passengers remain seated”. ICC repeated the
announcement to the passengers. According to the cabin crew interviewed the
passengers were calmed, did not panic and remained seated, except for one passenger
who went to aft galley to request for a glass of water. The cabin lights remained
switched off until the disembarkation was initiated.
Precautionary Disembarkation
Due to the soft and uneven terrain mobile stairs were not possible to be placed in order
to disembark the passengers. Crew was instructed by the Airport Authorities to deploy
slide at Door 2R and disembark the passengers by it. According to the crew interviewed,
the PIC made an announcement to inform the passengers that this was not an
evacuation. Cabin lights were switched on and cabin crew instructed passengers to sit
and slide at Door 2R. After all passengers exited, crew members were instructed to
remain on-board for at least 30 minutes before exiting the aircraft. The last to leave the
aircraft was the CPT who left the APU ON and all CB’s untouched.

1.19

Useful of Effective Investigation Techniques
Bowtie Analysis: The Bowtie Analysis proved to be effective on describing the impact
on the preventive and recovery barriers before and after the Rejected Take-Off by the
decisions taken during the Take-off roll. Actions resulting from the investigation are
pointed to reduce the vulnerability of these barriers
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Runway Excursion Risk Assessment Diagram: This diagram has allowed the
investigation team to assess the impact on the safety margin by every action taken
during the Take-Off roll and Rejected Take-Off.

2.0

Analysis
Flight Data Analysis
Flight data analysis provides a comprehensive description of the sequence of events, as
shown in Diagram 2 and 3. A Bowtie of the event is detailed in Diagram 1.
According to the flight data the RTO was initiated 4 seconds after V1, at a CAS 154kts.
There is no evidence of TO Warning during the take-off roll recorded. The RTO was
performed initially with autobrake, and it was disconnected immediately after by
applying pressure on the brake pedals by the CPT. Flight data shows a progressive
movement of the braking pedals from 30% to close to 90% in 10 seconds (see Figure
3). After that point, constant maximum pressure was applied until aircraft came to stop.
Runway excursion occurred at Groundspeed 30kts, and the aircraft was stop close to
50m after the RWY02 threshold.

Diagram 1: Bowtie analysis of the incident.
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Diagram 2: Sequence of events during take-off roll and RTO
(Source FDA/Google Earth)

Diagram 3: Runway Excursion Risk Assessment Diagram (Source: FDA)
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Diagram 4: Braking pedal and speed brake handle position during RTO (Source: FDA)
CPT and FO interview
According to the interviews both pilots were aware of the bad weather conditions of
KTM. Briefing done was focused on the impact of the bad weather on the fuel to be
considered and the particular Engine Out Procedures in KTM. There was no briefing
with the Cabin Crew. During the departure review the FO confirms he physically
checked speed brake at down detent.
Take-off was initiated normally by doing rolling take-off after the back track.
Approximately at V1 (cannot be confirmed in FDA) the TO Configuration Warning
came up both visual and aural. At that point CPT confirms he physically checked again
the speed brake at down detent but the warning did not disappear. Immediately after he
decided to reject the take-off. After a few seconds the CPT states he asked the FO also
to apply pressure on the braking pedals, however they did not manage to stop the aircraft
before the threshold. During the interview the CPT remembers the 11 items to be
considered to reject the take-off below 80kts as documented in the QRH, however he
declares that the decision of rejecting the take-off was well taken since it was unsafe to
continue considering the airport surrounding high terrain and bad weather conditions.
CPT confirms he considered to start the evacuation immediately after the aircraft came
to stop, however, the FO suggested not to start it since there was no indication of fire
or malfunctions apart from the TO Configuration Warning. CPT contacted the Cabin
11

Crew ordering Cabin Crew remain seated. The flight crew started the APU and switched
off both engines. Communication with the tower was done by the FO, and he switched
on all the external lights. Airport authorities came a few minutes later. After 30 minutes
in communication with the crew, the airport authorities instructed the crew to proceed
the passengers disembark by the slide on door 2R, because the steps could not be placed
due to aircraft position and soft ground. The CPT was authorized to leave the aircraft
once all passengers and cabin crew were off the aircraft. The CPT confirms he left the
APU ON and no CB was pulled out when he left the aircraft.
Maintenance first check on the Take-off Configuration Warning
Full test performed found nil current faults. Take-off warning reports indicate that speed
brake lever was not in down position. Troubleshooting carried out found that speed
brake lever switch was out of range and giving an intermittent signal. Adjustment
carried out on the switch found satisfactory. Aircraft take-off warning test carried out
found satisfactory. EGR carried out found all parameter reads normal. See Appendix 1
for the details in the AFML.
Boeing Technical Bulletin: Speed Brake initiated Take-off Configuration Warning
On 7th August 2015 Boeing issued the Technical Bulletin number 737-04-1 R1 (See
Appendix 2). This bulletin was issued to address several reports received at Boeing of
take-off configuration warnings because the speed brake handle was not in the DOWN
detent (not stowed). According to this bulletin, the Boeing 737 Pre-flight procedure and
checklist include the step to check the Speed Brake in the “DOWN DETENT”. Speed
brake cable friction and/or speed brake lever spring back force may prevent the handle
from dropping completely into the detent by causing the handle to catch securely in the
detent. In this bulletin Boeing recommends the technique to ensure the speed brake is
properly stowed by pushing down firmly on top of the speed brake handle. Additionally
it is mentioned that this technique will not prevent a false warning if the speed brake
warning switch is not adjusted correctly, but it should prevent a warning due to the
handle not being fully stowed.
According to the information gathered during the interviews, the FO check firmly the
Speed brake handle at the down detent, and the CPT check it again once the take-off
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configuration warning sounded, however both actions were not enough to prevent this
warning.
Additionally, the bulletin emphasises the fact that if the take-off configuration warning
occurs during the take-off roll before 80kts, the flight crew should accomplish the
Rejected Take Off non-normal manoeuvre as described in the Manoeuvres chapter of
the QRH.

3.0

Conclusion

3.1

Findings
3.1.1

No briefing with the Cabin Crew was carried out by the aircraft Captain.

3.1.2

Boeing recommendation included in the Boeing Technical Bulletin 737-04-1
R1 is not included in the MXD B737 normal checklist nor being considered
during the briefing. However, despite following the recommendation, it was
still not useful to prevent the TO Config. Warning to trigger during the take-off
roll.

3.1.3

The decision of the CPT to initiate the RTO above V1 is not in accordance with
Boeing QRH RTO criteria (TO Config. Warning to initiate a RTO below 80kts).

3.1.4

Malindo Air B737 SOP Issue 5 1.9 Standard take-off briefing did not specify
details as stated in with Boeing QRH RTO criteria. It is not specified what action
to be taken when speed below 80kts, or above 80kts and below V1.

3.1.5

Autobrake was disconnected immediately after the RTO was initiated.
However, no maximum braking was applied during manual braking until 10
seconds after the RTO was initiated.

3.1.6

CVR/DFDR CB was not pulled out by the PIC after the incident and even before
he left the aircraft, and thus not preserving the recording as required by
OM-A.

3.2

Cause
The probable cause of the runway excursion was due to the PIC attempted to reject the
take-off at high speed, following take-off Configuration Warning. The rejected TO was
13

initiated at the speed of 154kts, which is above V1. In addition, the maximum braking
was not applied throughout the stopping.

4.0

Safety Recommendations
It is recommended that the operator:
4.1

To ensure the B737 SOP STANDARD TAKE-OFF BRIEFING to be aligned
with Boeing QRH RTO criteria, and specify what items may trigger a RTO
below 80kts, and above 80kts.

4.2

To ensure the FON to be issued to communicate the new take-off briefing and
to enforce its review during all pre-flight briefings, to enforce the
recommendations stated in the Boeing Technical Bulletin 737-04-1 R1 and to
enforce the importance of Captain’s briefing to the Cabin Crew prior the flight.

4.3

To ensure the RTO criteria detailed in Boeing QRH to be structured in the
Simulator briefing and Line Training. Communicate the need of emphasising
this criteria to all instructors.

4.4

To check with Boeing the recommended/best practice on the use of the
Autobrake during the RTO. Review the MXD RTO procedure accordingly, and
emphasise the use of the simulator sessions to assess pilots’ compliance with it.

4.5

To ensure the OM-A (Ref 11.1.3) to specify the responsibility of Flight Crew to include the preservation of the CVR/DFDR after an incident/accident. To
consider the in case of a pilot incapacitation and to define a proper back up that
can ensure CVR/FDR preservation.

4.6

To check with Boeing Tech. Rep. whether there is a new revision of the
Bulletin and to check whether there is further actions to be taken in case the
recommendations are followed but not enough to prevent the false TO
Configuration Warning to be triggered.

4.7

To issue FON to enforce the recommendations stated in the Boeing Technical
Bulletin 737-04-1 R1,
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4.8

The operator is to issue FON to enforce the importance of Captain’s briefing to
the Cabin Crew prior to the flight.

Chief Inspector
Air Accident Investigation Bureau (AAIB)
MALAYSIA
03rd June 2019
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Appendices
Appendix 1: AFML. TO CONFIG. WARNING CHECK
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Appendix 2: Boeing Technical Bulletin 737-04-1 R1 (Source: Boeing)
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Appendix 3: KTM RUNWAY CHECK AND RUBBER DEPOSIT REMOVAL REPORT

(Note: The rubber deposit removal report was requested to KTM Airport Authorities. However, after several requests, the report was not provided
to Malindo Air)
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Appendix 4: Pictures taken after the event
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Appendix 5: Boeing Investigation Report
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